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QUESTION 1 
A meter has been defined to observe the oil color on an asset to monitor its condition. 
Which meter type was used to accomplish this? 
 

A. Group meter 

B. Gauge meter 

C. Continuous meter 

D. Characteristic meter 

 
Answer: D 
 
 
QUESTION 2 
What is the purpose of a Service Level Agreement? 
 

A. to determine a vendor's lead time 

B. to put a service request into workflow 

C. to escalate a high priority service request 

D. to document the commitment between service providers and customers 

 
Answer: D 
 
 
QUESTION 3 
What if the projected forecast date for a preventive maintenance (PM) record occurs in an 
inactive season? 
 

A. The active season dates should be modified. 

B. The inactive season dates should be modified. 

C. The PM record is forecasted on the latest date in the next active season. 

D. The PM record is forecasted on the earliest date in the next active season. 

 
Answer: D 
 
 
QUESTION 4 
What are the three components that are used to construct a failure hierarchy within a failure 
class? 
 

A. Fixes 

B. Causes 

C. Incidents 

D. Problems 

E. Remedies 

F. Corrections 

 
Answer: BDE 
 
 
QUESTION 5 
How are items deleted from an active job plan? 
 

A. delete the item and then save the record 
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B. make a job plan revision and then delete the item 

C. change the job plan to WAPPR and then delete the item 

D. change the job plan to PENDING and then delete the item 

 
Answer: B 
 
 
QUESTION 6 
When would an approved purchase order (PO) need to be revised? 
 

A. change of status 

B. change to an internal PO 

C. changes to quantity of items ordered 

D. cancellation of a PO after goods are received 

 
Answer: A 
 
 
QUESTION 7 
A soft reservation is a request that is defined by what? 
 

A. the priority of the work order 

B. a request for items for any job 

C. items not subject to a timeframe 

D. the need for an item at a specific time 

 
Answer: C 
 
 
QUESTION 8 
What should be considered when voiding a receipt record in IBM Maximo Asset Management 
V7.5? 
 

A. Service receipts can not be voided. 

B. A receipt can be voided for a partial quantity. 

C. Receipts for returned items can not be voided. 

D. Only receipts for non-rotating items can be voided. 

 
Answer: C 
 
 
QUESTION 9 
When is a flow control action executed? 
 

A. when a work order is saved through flow control 

B. when the work order is started through a workflow 

C. when the work order is started through a flow control 

D. when the work order is completed through a workflow 

 
Answer: B 
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